RO U N D
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ABOUT

These cute
flannel prints
are soft and
playful

Photos by Holly Hearn
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Easy
8-½" lengths, (2) 12-½" lengths, (2) 20-½" lengths,
(2) 24-½" lengths, (2) 32-½" lengths, and (2)
36-½" lengths. Reserve the remainder of the strip
for the binding.

Make this quick quilt during
baby's afternoon nap time.
Size: 44" square
Designer: Sharon Holland
Sharon Holland Designs
Maker: Holly Hearn
Machine Quilter: Nancy Jones
Fabrics: Land of Whimzie So Tweet
from Fabric Editions
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Materials List

• 1 fat quarter each of 6 coordinating print
flannels
• 1-¼ yards white flannel (includes binding)
• 2-¾ yards backing
• 52" square Fairfield Nature-Fil Blend
batting

Read through all instructions and refer to the
General Directions on p. 64 before beginning.
Remove all selvages. Sew pieces right sides together and use a ¼" seam allowance throughout
unless otherwise stated.

Cutting/Preparation

From each of the fat quarters:
Cut (4) 4-½" x 21" strips then cut into (15)
4-½" squares
From the white:
Cut (12) 2-½" x 42" strips

STEP 2 Sew 4 assorted 4-½" print squares
together to make a four-patch unit.

STEP 3 Stitch the 8-½" long white strips to
opposite sides of the four-patch unit and then the
12-½" long white strips to the remaining sides.
8-½''

12-½''

Sew 3 assorted 4-½" print squares together. Make
another unit, then stitch the units to opposite
sides of the assembly.

Make the Quilt

STEP 1 Sew the (12) 2-½" x 42" white strips
into 1 long strip by placing the ends right sides
together at a 90° angle and stitching on the
diagonal as shown. Trim seam allowances to ¼",
press seams open, and trim the dog ears. Cut (2)
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Sew 5 assorted 4-½" print squares
together. Make another unit, then
stitch the units to the remaining sides.

32-½''

20-½''

20-½''

36-½''

24-½''

12-½''

12-½''

24-½''

Sew the 20-½" long white strips to
opposite sides of the assembly and
then the 24-½" long white strips to
the remaining sides.

36-½''

8-½''

8-½''

20-½''

32-½''
24-½''

Quilt Assembly Diagram

Referring to the Quilt Assembly
Diagram, continue alternating pieced
square strips and the remaining white
strips in the same manner to build the
quilt top.

Finishing

Refer to the General Directions on p. 64
to finish the quilt using the remaining
2-½" wide in white strips for binding.
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We made this boy version of Round and About using Land of Whimzie
Peek-A-Boo Forest fat-quarter bundles from Fabric Editions.

